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                                     Abstract
This paper presents an Event-B meta-modelisation of an Event-B project restricted to its context hierarchy which introduces the functional part of a development through sets, constants, axioms and theorems. We study the proposal of a new mechanism for Event-B. It consists in allowing to instantiate in a new context an already proved theorem in a given context. We investigate the validation of the instantiation mechanism in order to prove the validity of imported theorems. We also compare the proposal with similar mechanisms available within some existing theorem provers.
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                             Notes
	1.The project EBRP is supported by the French research agency: ANR.


	2.We could have used the UML-B plugin [9].


	3.\(A\leftrightarrow B\) denotes the set of relations from A to B: \(A\leftrightarrow B \triangleq \mathcal{P}(A\times B)\).


	4.\(\lhd \) denotes domain restriction: \(s\lhd r \triangleq r \cap (s\times \mathbf {ran}(r))\).


	5.\(x\mapsto y\) denotes the ordered pair (x, y).


	6.\(s\nrightarrow t\) denotes a partial function.


	7.r[s] denotes the relational image by r of the set s: \(r[s] \triangleq \mathbf {ran}(s\lhd r)\).


	8.\(r_1;r_2\) denotes relation composition, usually denoted \(r_2 \circ r_1\). It is used to navigate in the metamodel along a chain of links.


	9.\(r\otimes s \triangleq \{x \mapsto (y \mapsto z) ~\mid ~ x\mapsto y \in r \wedge x\mapsto z \in s\}\).
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